Goals: Child will appropriate when to use certain word choices/phrases/dialogue depending on their environment

Objective: working together, creating a community, awareness, social skills, safety

Materials: laptop/phone, markers, pencils, construction paper, willing participants

Lesson:

- Create color coded circle diagram with child. Talk about what each color symbolizes (i.e. family, friends, strangers, etc)
  
  ex. Red=Strangers
  
  you can wave and say “hello, nice to meet you.”

- Label each color and add names (i.e. for friends – John, Amy, Billy, etc.)

- Create videos showing example scenarios that the child may need more assistance with.

- Have the child and their close peers be in the film, aides, parents, someone they might not know well to present example situations and how to address them.
  
  o Child can also watch video and guess what part of the circle diagram the scenario(s) are associated with.